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ABSTRACT
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A puzzle has a transparent top layer and a bottom layer
Which can be seen through the top layer. The top layer of the

puZZle is provided With a top image and the bottom layer
With a bottom image Which is associated With this top image.
When viewed through the transparent top layer both top and
bottom images are seen as a composite image. At least one

of the top and bottom layers include a plurality of image
elements moveable relative to each other to produce at least

one desired composite image Which is the solution to the
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TRANSPARENT PUZZLE HAVING AT LEAST
TWO IMAGE PLANES

ardent puZZle enthusiast by adding a dimension of complex
ity to the puZZle’s solution.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to the art of
puzzles, and more particularly relates to the type of puZZle
Where a desired image is formed by the proper positioning
of a plurality of scrambled puZZle pieces. It Will be seen that
the invention has speci?c application in connection With
so-called “slide puZZles” Wherein individual tiles pieces can

10

Brie?y, the invention involves a puZZle having an image
plane on Which a desired composite image is created from at
least tWo superimposed images. In accordance With the
invention, a transparent top layer having a top image is
provided above a bottom layer having a bottom image
associated With the puZZle’s top image. At least one of the
top and bottom layers includes a plurality of image elements

be moved one at a time Within a frame to achieve a desired

Which can be moved relative to each other until a desired

ordering of tiles.
It is Well knoWn to provide puZZles having a plurality of

solution to the puZZle is achieved, a solution Which Will be
in the form of a desired composite betWeen the puZZle’s
superimposed top and bottom images as seen through the

individual puZZle pieces With border indicia that are
intended to match border indicia of other puZZle pieces When
the puZZle pieces are properly con?gured or assembled.

15

Generally, the objective of such puZZles is to manipulate the
puZZle pieces to achieve a certain desired image or combi
nation of images on a planar image surface, With the

complexity of the puZZle being dependent on the complexity
and intricacy of the image design. It is knoWn to provide

20

such puZZles in both tWo and three dimensional designs

involving, respectively, tWo and three dimensional puZZle
pieces. An example of a tWo dimensional design is disclosed
in US. Pat. No. 3,923,307 Which discloses a puZZle com

prising a ?at sheet of paper divided into separable sections
and having border indicia that can be matched When the
sections are separated and reassembled. An example of a
three dimensional puZZle is disclosed in US. Pat. No.

5,407,201 Wherein pyramid-shaped blocks have border indi
cia along each of their edges that match border indicia on the

25
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35

of individual puZZle pieces into a desired solution is a slide
puZZle Wherein a plurality of square tiles are set into a frame

such that the tiles can be repositioned by moving the tiles
one at a time into a free space left by a previously moved tile.

40

A popular example of such a slide puZZle is to imprint
consecutive numbers on the tiles such that the solution of the

puZZle involves reordering scrambled tiles until they are
arranged in increasing numerical order.
Yet another example of a puZZle involving the proper
positioning of matching pieces is disclosed in US. Pat. No.
4,586,714 Wherein scrambled square tiles, each of Which has

45

the manipulation of puZZle pieces until the foreground
partial ?gures match the background partial ?gures to form
desired completed ?gures.
It is therefore a primary object of the present invention to
provide a puZZle having an added dimension of interest and
complexity. It is another object of the invention to provide
a puZZle having a three dimensional solution in a single
image plane. It is still a further object of the invention to
provide a puZZle that is adaptable to a number of puZZle

?cation and claims.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is an exploded perspective vieW Which pictorially
shoWs the construction of an embodiment of the invention

using slide tiles.
50

In the above-described prior art puZZles, the desired
images or arrangement of indicia are created on a single

image plane, or in the case of three dimensional puZZles, on

a series of single image planes that intersect at various

angles, depending upon the shape of the three dimensional
puZZle. In either case, the puZZle images are created by
matching the image or indicia of one puZZle piece With
adjacent puZZle pieces to form a desired total image. The
present invention provides a puZZle Wherein a desired image
on any given image plane involves not only the proper

provide foreground partial ?gures on the transparent top
layer and background partial ?gures on the bottom layer

formats having different levels of complexity. Other objects
of the invention Will be apparent from the folloWing speci

a portion of an overall image, can be set into a visible grid
on a frame to produce the desired image solution for the

puZZle.

layers of the puZZle Whereby the solution of the puZZle
involves manipulating puZZle pieces such that ?gures on the

Which are complimentary to the partial ?gures on the top
layer. With such a format, the solution to the puZZle involves

assembled into a larger pyramid shape having desired
Another Well-knoWn concept involving the arrangement

ments such that the desired solution can only be achieved
upon the proper manipulation and arrangement of tWo
separate sets of image elements.
The invention can incorporate a number of puZZle formats
including the creation of a diorama Wherein foreground
?gures on the transparent top layer of the puZZle are super
imposed over background scenery. Another puZZle format is
to provide matching ?gures on both of the top and bottom

transparent top layer cover the background ?gures on the
bottom layer of the puZZle. Yet another puZZle format is to

edges of other blocks, and Wherein individual blocks can be

images formed on each face of the pyramid.

transparent top layer of the puZZle. For added complexity,
both layers of the puZZle can include movable image ele

55

FIG. 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional vieW, in side
elevation, of a puZZle such as pictorially shoWn in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW, in side elevation, of an
alternative design of the puZZle shoWn in FIG. 2 Wherein the

bottom layer of the puZZle provides a ?xed image surface.
FIG. 3A is a cross-sectional vieW of the frame of a puZZle

such as shoWn in FIG. 3 having replaceable bottom image

panels.
60

contiguous arrangement of scrambled puZZle pieces, but also

FIG. 4A is an exploded top plan vieW of a scrambled ?rst
set of movable image elements forming a top transparent
layer of a puZZle in accordance With the invention.
FIG. 4B is an exploded top plan vieW of the ?rst set of

the superposition of puZZle pieces from at least tWo different
image surfaces or layers. The present invention thus pro

image elements shoWn in FIG. 4A arranged to create a

vides for greater variety and interest in creating puZZle

desired top image thereon.

solutions as compared to conventional matching puZZles.
The invention also uniquely provides the capability of
extending a puZZle’s complexity to challenge the most

65

FIG. 4C is an exploded top plan vieW of a scrambled
second set of movable image elements forming an opaque
bottom layer of a puZZle in accordance With the invention.

5,769,418
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FIG. 4D is an exploded top plan vieW of the second set of
movable image elements shoWn in FIG. 4C arranged to
create a desired bottom image thereon.
FIG. 4E is a top plan vieW of a puZZle in accordance With

grooves 29, 30 on one side of the frame and top and bottom

projecting tongues 31, 32 on the other side of the frame for

slidably engaging the tongues and grooves of perimeter tiles
13a, 21a, and 13b, 21b. A free space 33, 35 is provided in
each set of tiles as shoWn in FIG. 1 such that the tiles Within

the invention having top and bottom layers comprised of the
image elements shoWn in FIGS. 4A and 4C and shoWing the
composite of the top and bottom images on such puZZle
layers as seen through the top transparent layer of the puZZle.
FIGS. 5A—5C are top plan vieWs of the top, bottom, and
composite layers of a puZZle in accordance With the inven

each layer can be moved one at a time into a free space

created by a previously moved tile and such that tiles Within
a layer can, by successive moves, be rearranged Within the
layer to any position Within the layer. As the tiles are thusly
10

manipulated, desired images and superposition of images

tion shoWing an eXample of a diorama format.

can be accomplished on top and bottom image surfaces 17,
23.

FIGS. 6A—6C are top plan vieWs of the top, bottom, and
composite layers of a puZZle in accordance With the inven
tion shoWing a format involving the matching of ?gures on
the top layer With identical ?gures on the bottom layer of the

FIG. 3 shoWs an alternative to the slide puZZle construc
tion illustrated in FIG. 2. In the FIG. 3 construction, slide
puZZle 37 has a top layer 39 Which consists of transparent
tongue and groove tiles 41 slidably held in frame 43 in the

puZZle.

same manner as the top layer of tiles 13 are held in the frame

16 of the FIG. 2 embodiment. HoWever, in the FIG. 3

FIGS. 7A—7C are top plan vieWs of the top, bottom, and
composite layers of a puZZle in accordance With the inven
tion shoWing the format of matching partial ?gures on the
top layer With partial ?gures on the bottom layer to achieve
desired completed ?gures Which are the puZZle solution.

embodiment, the bottom image surface 45, instead of being
provided by movable tiles, is provided by the opaque bottom
Wall 47 of frame 43. Thus, the frame’s bottom Wall provides
an effective bottom layer of the puZZle Which can be seen

through transparent tiles 41. ApuZZle solution is achieved by

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT
25

arranging the transparent tiles 41 to produce a desired image
on top image surface 49 Which, in turn, forms a composite
image With the ?Xed image on bottom image surface 45. It
can readily be appreciated that a puZZle in accordance With

In the present invention, a puZZle is provided having an
image plane in Which the solution to the puZZle involves

the FIG. 3 embodiment Would be easier to solve than the

manipulating movable image elements to create a desired

FIG. 2 puZZle since it involves the manipulation of tiles in

image. The puZZle, Which involves at least tWo image layers,
is particularly adapted to a slide puZZle Which is described

a single layer only.

and illustrated herein. HoWever, it Will be understood that
the invention can be adapted to any puZZle construction or

embodiment of FIG. 3 Wherein bottom image surface 45a is

provided by means of a replaceable image panel 50 Which is

format involving the superposition of top and bottom images

inserted into frame 43a through a panel insert slot 51 cut into

FIG. 3A shoWs an alternative to the ?Xed bottom Wall

to create a composite solution in the manner described and

illustrated.

one of the frame’s perimeter side Walls 52 so as to eXtend
35

transversely across the one side of the frame beloW puZZle’s

Turning noW to the draWings, the slide puZZle 11 picto

top layer of tiles 13. By providing replaceable image panels,

rially illustrated in FIG. 1 has a ?rst set of image elements
in the form of square transparent slide tiles 13 Which form
a transparent top layer 15 having a top image surface 17. A
bottom layer 19 is provided by means of a second set of
image elements, in this case square tiles 21, Which are
preferably opaque and Which provide a bottom image sur
face 23 beneath the puZZles top image surface. The tWo sets
of tiles 13, 21 are slidably held in an open rectangular frame

the ?Xed bottom image of the puZZle that is seen through the
puZZle’s top transparent layer can be changed, not only to
change the puZZle art but also to change the level of
dif?culty of the puZZle. Image panels 50 can be fabricated of

40

any planar material of suitable stiffness to insert into the
puZZle, and on Which a suitable image can be imprinted.

A diorama version of the puZZle of the present invention

16 Which has a thickness suf?cient to accommodate and hold 45

both sets of tiles and Which permits the top set of tiles to be
manipulated from one side of the frame and the bottom set
of tiles to be manipulated from the other. It Will be appre
ciated that, because the tiles of top layer 15 are transparent,
any image on bottom image surface 23 can be seen through
the top layer When the puZZle is vieWed from above as
generally denoted by arroW A. As further described beloW,
the illustrated puZZle Will have a solution consisting of a
desired arrangement of both the ?rst and second sets of tiles
Which Will produce a desired composite of top and bottom

FIG. 4A to an unscrambled condition as shoWn in FIG. 4B

provides a top foreground image in the form of a group of
toucans 55, and Wherein a second set of tiles 57 Which are
arranged from a scrambled condition as shoWn in FIG. 4C
to an unscrambled condition as shoWn in FIG. 4D provides

a bottom image in the form of jungle scenery 59 in Which the
toucans 55 are seated. FIG. 4E shoWs puZZle 61 With the

composite image 63 formed by the foreground and back
ground images separately shoWn in FIGS. 4B and 4D.
55

images on the tWo layers of the puZZle.
FIG. 2 illustrates a speci?c construction of the slide

puZZle shoWn pictorially in FIG. 1 Wherein the top layer of
transparent tiles 13 and the bottom layer of opaque tiles 21
are slidably held Within the perimeter sideWalls 18 frame 16
by means of an interlocking tongue and groove design.
Speci?cally, it is seen that tiles 13, 21 of the bottom and top
layer of tiles are identically shaped and constructed, With
each tile having a projecting tongue 25, 26 on one side of the
tile Which ?ts into and slides Within a groove 27, 28 provided
in the opposite side of contiguous tiles. The frame 15 is

correspondingly provided With interior top and bottom

is shoWn in FIGS. 4A—4E Wherein a ?rst set of transparent
tiles 53 arranged from a scrambled condition as shoWn in

65

FIGS. 5A—5C shoW a pictorial representation of an alter
native diorama format for the puZZle of the invention
Wherein the top layer of transparent tiles 65 shoWn in FIG.
SA has a top image consisting of a group of ?sh 67, and the
bottom layer of tiles 69 shoWn in FIG. 5B has an image
consisting of an underWater plant 71. In FIG. 5C a composite
image 73 is formed betWeen the foreground school of ?sh
and background underWater plant life. It is noted that unlike
the toucan diorama shoWn in FIGS. 4A—4E, the free spaces
68, 70 in the top and bottom layer of the puZZle shoWn in
FIGS. 5A—5C do not overlap When the tiles are arranged to
their proper solution, thus providing a composite image that
?lls the entire area of the puZZle Without void spaces.

5,769,418
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In the embodiment illustrated in FIGS. 6A—6C, the top

3. The puZZle of claim 1 Wherein the bottom image in said

and bottom images include matching foreground and back
ground ?gures in the form of matching frog illustrations 75a

bottom image plane is provided by a replaceable image
panel insertable into said frame Whereby the bottom image
of the puZZle can be changed to change the composite image
formed by said top and bottom images.

and 75b. When the top transparent tiles 77 and bottom tiles

79 are properly arranged, the foreground frog ?gures 75a
Will cover the background frog ?gures 75b to produce the
composite image 81 shoWn in FIG. 6C.
Referring to FIG. 7A—7C, a version of the puZZle is shoWn

4. The puZZle of claim 1 Wherein a second set of regularly

shaped tiles are slidably held in the bottom image plane of
said frame, the tiles of said second set of tiles being slidably

Wherein the top set of transparent tiles 83 includes fore

ground partial ?gures in the form of partial geometric shapes

movable relative to each other in said frame to any position

85 (shoWn in FIG. 7A), and Wherein the bottom set of 88

Within said image plane, each of said tiles providing at least
a portion of a bottom image formable in said bottom image
plane by the proper manipulation of said tiles, Wherein a
desired composite image constituting a desired solution to
the puZZle is formed by said formable top and bottom images
only upon proper manipulation of both said ?rst and second

opaque tiles (shoWn in FIG. 7B) includes background partial
?gures in the form of partial geometric shapes 87 that are
complementary to the partial geometric shapes 85 on the top
layer of tiles shoWn in FIG. 7A. The proper solution for the
embodiment shoWn in FIGS. 7A—7C requires the arrange
ment of the bottom and top layer of tiles to a position Where

set of tiles Within said frame.

the foreground partial ?gures match the background partial

5. The puZZle of claim 1 Wherein the formable top image

?gures to form completed geometric shapes 89 as shoWn in
FIG. 7C. This format generally has a higher degree of
dif?culty than the formats shoWn in FIGS. 5A—5C and FIGS.
6A—6C.

on said ?rst set of tiles includes foreground ?gures and said

bottom image includes background scenery Whereby, When
the tiles of said ?rst set of tiles are moved to a desired

solution, a desired composite diorama is formed comprised

It Will be appreciated that a Wide variety of formats can be
devised for use With puZZles made in accordance With the
present invention Wherein a background image, Which can

be seen through a top transparent layer of the puZZle, Will,
upon solving the puZZle, match a foreground image in a
desired fashion. It Will also be appreciated that puZZles in

of said foreground ?gures and background scenery.
6. The puZZle of claim 4 Wherein the formable top image
25

accordance With the invention can be constructed having

on said ?rst set of tiles includes foreground ?gures and the
formable bottom image on said second set of tiles includes
background scenery Whereby, When the tiles of said ?rst and
second sets of tiles are both moved to a desired solution, a

varying complexities by varying the number of image ele
ments forming the puZZle’s top and bottom layers. Image

desired composite diorama is formed comprised of said

foreground ?gures and background scenery.

elements that can be rearranged other than by sliding are

7. The puZZle of claim 1 Wherein the formable top image

further possible.

on said ?rst set of tiles includes foreground ?gures and said

Thus, it can be seen that the present invention provides for

a unique puZZle that provides for additional dimensions of

bottom image includes matching background ?gures

enjoyment and complexity by providing tWo visible super

Whereby, When the tiles of said ?rst set of transparent tiles

imposed image surfaces Wherein one or both of the image
surfaces can be con?gured to produce a composite image as
the solution to the puZZle. While the present invention has
been described in considerable detail in the foregoing speci

?cation and the accompanying draWings, it is understood
that it is not intended that the invention be limited to such

35

8. The puZZle of claim 4 Wherein the formable top image
on said ?rst set of tiles includes foreground ?gures and the
formable bottom image on said second set of tiles includes
40

the foreground ?gures cover the background ?gures.

What We claim is:

9. The puZZle of claim 1 Wherein the formable top image

1. A slide puZZle comprising

plane beneath said top image plane, and

on said ?rst set of tiles includes at least one foreground
45

a ?rst set of regularly shaped tiles slidably held in a top
image plane in said frame and having at least one free
space such that the tiles of said ?rst set of tiles may be
slidably moved relative to each other in said top image
plane to any position Within said frame, each of said
tiles providing at least a portion of a top image form

?gure matches the background partial ?gure to form a

completed ?gure.
10. The puZZle of claim 4 Wherein the formable top image
on said ?rst set of tiles includes at least one foreground

partial ?gure and the formable bottom image on said second
set of tiles includes a background partial ?gure Which is
55

top image plane, and

both moved to a desired solution, the foreground partial
?gure matches the background partial ?gure to form a

completed ?gure.

formable top image and said bottom image only upon

Wall and said bottom Wall provides the bottom image plane
of the puZZle.

complimentary to the partial ?gure of said top image such
that, When the tiles of said ?rst and second sets of tiles are

said ?rst set of tiles being transparent such that said
bottom image plane can be seen through said ?rst set of
tiles and such that a desired composite image consti
tuting a desired solution to the puZZle is formed by said
proper manipulation of said ?rst set of tiles Within said
frame.
2. The puZZle of claim 1 Wherein said frame has a bottom

partial ?gure and said bottom image includes a background
partial ?gure Which is complimentary to the partial ?gure of
said top image such that, When the tiles of said ?rst set of
tiles are moved to a desired solution, the foreground partial

able in said top image plane by the proper positioning
of said tiles,
said bottom image plane having a bottom image therein
that is associated With the formable top image in said

matching background ?gures Whereby, When the tiles of said
?rst and second sets of tiles are moved to a desired solution,

detail, eXcept as necessitated by the folloWing claims.
a frame having a top image plane and a bottom image

are moved to a desired solution, the foreground ?gures cover

the background ?gures.

65

11. A puZZle comprising
a top layer de?ning a top image plane, and
a bottom layer de?ning a bottom image plane,
said top and bottom layers each including a plurality of
regularly shaped image elements movable to any posi
tion relative to each other so that at least one formable

image can be produced in each of said top and bottom

5,769,418
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image planes upon the proper manipulation of said

desired solution to the puZZle is formed by said form

image elements, and

able top image and formable bottom image only upon
proper manipulation of the image elements of both the
top and bottom layers of the puZZle.

the top layer of the puZZle being transparent such that the
bottom layer can be seen through said top layer and 5
such that a desired composite image constituting a

*
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